Abstract: There is a great interest towards the use of crowdsourcing into software development activities including: Requirements engineering, implementation, testing, evaluation and the focus of this research, design. Software design is one of the least explored activities within the concept of crowdsourcing. Therefore, this research provides a comprehensive coverage on the current state-of-the-art in the use of crowdsourcing in software design. It analyzes the current existing major crowdsourced software design platforms and discusses their workflows. The analysis results in identifying a set of limitations in the current platforms and improvements are proposed to overcome those limitations. Both findings of this research including (limitations and improvements) are validated by creating and distributing a questionnaire to software practitioners to justify the need to overcome those limitations through the proposed improvements.
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Introduction

Software development using crowdsourcing has been gaining an increasing attention in the recent years. Crowdsourced software development has different characteristics than the traditional software development done through in-house sourcing. It is performed through an open call where anyone can participate rather than a job assigned to a known team member.

Moreover, software development using crowdsourcing has been used in many software development activities such as requirements engineering, implementation, testing, verification and design.

In this research, crowdsourced software design is the main focus. A comprehensive investigation has been made on its major activities which include architecture design, user interface design and design revision. The majority of crowdsourced software design platforms are presented with an elaboration on their workflows.

The motivation behind this research is the fact that there have not been many studies on crowdsourced software design. In the course of this research, it has been found that there are few papers discussing crowdsourced software design individually (Bernstein, 2010; Latoza et al., 2015; Nebeling et al., 2012; Bao et al., 2011; Nebeling and Norrie, 2011a; Akiki et al., 2013; Lasecki et al., 2015). To the researchers’ knowledge, there has not been any research that provided a complete comparison and workflow evaluation on crowdsourced design platforms as it will be discussed in this study. Thus, this work aims to fill the need for such research and contribute with a comprehensive analysis and assessment of the current major platforms along with proposing improvements in the crowdsourced software design domain. This shall contribute to improving the currently used practices in the domain of crowdsourcing for software design.

This paper is divided as follows: The next section provides some background information about the main concepts in this research. Then, the literature review is provided. The activities offered in the current crowdsourced software design platforms are then described. Finally, the limitations and potential improvements of the platforms are discussed and evaluated before concluding the paper.

Background

This section will provide a background on software development, software design, crowdsourcing crowdsourced software development and crowdsourced software design.
Software Design

The major phases in software development include requirements analysis, design, implementation, testing and evaluation (Bassil, 2012).

Software design is the phase after requirements analysis and before the implementation. It is the process of creating specifications of the software product based on given constraints and goals (Sommerville, 2011).

Based on Ralph (2010), there are two views on how design process should be conducted. The first approach is called reason-centric. It views the design process as a rational decision-making process that is plan-driven. A designer takes a problem-solving approach and follows a plan and a set of constraints to achieve a goal state. The other approach is called action centric and views the design process as creative-driven improvised task. This approach uses reflection on action where a designer designs the solution as a reflection of conversation between him and the situation in which he alternates between conceptualizing the problem and making a move then evaluating that move. This move is an action dedicated for situation improvement.

Moreover, the design process activities include:

- **architectural design**: Where relationships among software components are highlighted.
- **Interface design**: It is the process of considering how each functionality is presented.
- **Component design**: Where services are assigned to components.
- **Database design**: It is specifications of data structures in a database.

Those activities lead to four outputs which are system architecture, user interface specifications, database specification and component specification (Sommerville, 2011).

Crowdsourcing

Crowdsourcing is a distributed problem-solving model that uses the computer and human computation combination. The term itself has been created by Howe (2006). Crowdsourcing is constructed of two words, ‘crowd’ which means the people contributing to and ‘sourcing’ which means the processes used to find, assess and engage suppliers of services.

Based on Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-de-Guevara, (2012), crowdsourcing can be defined as “a business practice that means literally to outsource an activity to the crowd”. Similarly, a definition was made by Alonso and Lease as “the outsourcing of tasks to a large group of people instead of assigning such tasks to an in-house employee or contractor” (Alonso and Lease, 2011).

There are many characteristics make crowdsourcing different from outsourcing and traditional jobs. Crowdsourcing is based on open calls, as anonymous individuals, groups and organizations are able to work simultaneously on a given project (Alonso and Lease, 2011). In addition, openness is a distinguishing characteristic. That is, individuals within the crowd provide inputs to the client on a voluntary basis or against payment not according to a contract.

Generally, three actors are included in crowdsourcing: Clients or Requesters, Platform and Workers. Clients are the ones in need of work to be done, Platform is where clients and workers can meet and Workers are the ones responsible for performing the work.

Crowdsourced Software Development

Crowdsourced Software Development is the application of crowdsourcing in all software development activities whether the activity itself yields a software or not such as, test case refinement and requirement elicitation (Ke Mao et al., 2015). It eliminates the difference between developers and end-users by enabling a co-creation practice, for instance, an end-user becomes a co-designer or co-tester.

Software development activities that have crowdsourcing applied to them include:

- **Requirements**: There have been several applications of crowdsourcing on requirement engineering such as acquisition, categorization and documentation. In addition, there are many commercial platforms that support crowdsourced requirements such as StakeSource (Lim et al., 2010) and CrowdREquire (Adepetu et al., 2012). Moreover, using crowdsourcing with requirements has opened other participation roles for stakeholders to be involved in such as joining in release planning and prioritizing and not only be a source of requirements.
- **Coding**: Crowdsourcing is used in three tasks; IDE enhancement, program optimization and programming support. It can be considered to be thoroughly explored in research and have many commercial platforms. Platforms include TopCoder (Lakhani et al., 2010), Crowdboost (Cochran et al., 2015) and Collabode (Goldman, 2012).
- **Testing**: It is the most explored activity within crowdsourcing. Crowdsourced testing offers testing capabilities to regular users and not only experts as in regular testing. Quadrant of euphoria (Musson et al., 2013) and iTest (Yan et al., 2014) are some of the examples on crowdsourced testing tools.
- **Verification**: It is used with crowdsourcing mainly to minimize costs and skill needs due to the high cost of skilled experts used in regular verification (Schiller and Ernst, 2012). An example of a verification tool is CrowdMine (Li et al., 2012).
Crowdsourced Software Design

Utilizing crowd participations in software design solves the problems in traditional designing approaches that face all stakeholders involved. Those problems include high cost, slowness and high risk because the resulted design might be of no good for customer. On the other hand, designer’s problems include shortage in designing jobs no matter what qualification they have (Sommerville, 2011).

Involving the crowds in software design is a new trend that is gaining popularity among individual users and companies due to its many advantages; yet no many research works have been made on crowdsourced software designs specifically. Its main advantages include reducing overhead for companies as they do not have to hire many experts and instead they can benefit from the crowds in the software design process. In addition, it cuts expenses for the requester and allow the access to many design options (Wu et al., 2013).

Crowdsourced software design is used in three design areas (Ke Mao et al., 2015): First, it can be used in generating software user interfaces. Crowds are asked by a requester to generate interfaces based on a description and a possible set of constraints. User interface is a crucial part of the software and their correctness is important for the overall correctness of the software (Memon et al., 2003). This is more beneficial for non-expert users either because they are unable to design such interfaces or perhaps cannot design at that level of proficiency.

Second, crowdsourced software design can be used in architecture design. A requester asks the crowd of workers to create an architectural design for his software based on specifications that he chooses.

Last is the use of crowdsourcing in software design revision. It uses the crowds to give feedback on designs. It enables designers to enhance their work and get a feeling of their design’s impact on the crowds (Bao et al., 2011).

Related Work

There are several research papers discussing and contributing to crowdsourced software design. The crowd powered interfaces design space is explored in Bernstein (2010), the exploration is conducted through using three prototype systems and different data collection themes such as friend sourcing, data mining and outsourcing. It provides supporting evidence that crowd sourced data whether from a crowd, labor market or social network site can be used to contribute in interface enhancements that allow high level tasks such as personalization.

Moreover Latoza et al. (2015) examined a limitation of the crowdsourced software design process and introduced a method to overcome it. The limitation is that the process is linear in that a winner is chosen and the potential of the rest of the crowd is thrown away. The experiment they conducted included two competitions where they requested two types of designs an initial then a revised design. The revised design was based on lessons learned from the crowd. The two competitions were on user interface design and architecture design. Designers in both competitions were able to revise and evaluate their peer’s designs. By doing so the researchers found that the quality of the designs was higher as all designers benefited from each other’s feedback on their initial designs and implemented enhancements in their revised designs.

Another paper by Nebeling et al. (2012) introduced an approach to involve crowds in the design process of web interfaces and created a platform: CrowdDesign which supports two models. First model is sharing and reuse which is based on constructing a common library of components that enables sharing either an interface or information component within the community. The second model is active crowdsourcing that enables an active request-response cycle. This enables the requester to directly request from the crowd of designers. The second model gives control over the time and cost.

In addition, Nebeling and Norrie (2011a), provide a model for using crowdsourcing in adapting user interfaces for websites. It presents the fact that most websites use a fixed interface layout and they are moving towards having several versions for their interface. This paper’s method is to use a crowdsourcing model where developers create the initial version with adaptive features in which, at runtime, can evolve by assistance from users.

Nebeling and Norrie (2011b) contribute by creating a new crowdsourcing approach to web site user interface adaptation. It introduces a model for implementing interface adaptations within web sites to allow users to contribute and deploy their interface adaptations into the web site’s interface. This is done through a double role for users, the first allows them to be seen as regular users who take advantage from the used user interface adaptations and the other allows them to be active contributors and deploy their own personal interface adaptations. Those contributions or changes are deployed into the CSS as modifications that can be
downloaded into the original website. This allows for a light weighted adaptation because no extra versions of the HTML document need to be managed. Also, this adaptation model allows computation to happen on the client side by linking the CSS to the web document which reduces costly server side computations.

Furthermore, Akiki et al. (2013) develop a crowdsourcing user interface adaptation approach to decrease visual complexity through decreasing bloat in interfaces. This paper explains that bloat in interfaces occur when many features are offered in an interface that are of no interest to the user and only distinct amount of features are of interest. This is handled through user interface (UI) feature-set reduction. It uses the same role-based user interface adaptation mechanism.

Wu et al. (2015) introduced an approach of the designing method of crowdsourced design when major variations in key parameters are present, such as variations in payment or assessment. The task submission quantity of different payments was easily measured but the quality was more challenging.

Weidema et al. (2016) explored crowdsourced software design through micro-tasking and its ability to generate designs. It experimented using Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) and results showed three findings. First that it is possible for a crowd to produce a wide range of designs. Second is that there are major quality variations among those designs. Last is that although tasks were small, they are seen to be big by some workers.

Stol and Fitzgerald (2014) state that competition's prominent popularity in software activities is due to its variety of inputs. For instance, 99designs enables customers to crowdsource visual design tasks and web designs to choose the best design. Bug bounties, as well, fall in this classification; diverse laborers may distinguish distinctive bugs, improving the probability a bug is found.

Li et al. (2016) introduced an agent-based crowdsourcing design in which it describes crowdsourcing as a distributed problem-solving approach and workers on the same software project are viewed as agents. It presents the framework as five tuples and six-step process. Tuples include tasks, collaborations, roles, agents, constraints. The suggested process in this study is:

- **Step one:** Crowdsourced design task (task1) is released in the platform by the requester agent.
- **Step two:** A number of worker agents submit their design proposals before the due date of the task.
- **Step three:** The platform performs under the following condition: If the proposal number is not equal to zero, then all proposals are released as a new task (task2) to be evaluated by the crowds and voted for the best. Else if the proposals equal zero then return to step one.
- **Step four:** A number of new worker agents will participate in task 2 and choose the best design proposal and submit their votes before a deadline. The design with most votes will be sent back to the requester in (task1). All workers participating in voting will get rewarded.
- **Step five:** If the sent design proposal is accepted by the requester then head to step six. Else the requester will release a new task asking for
- **Step six:** The winning design proposal worker will get a reward. End of process.

Research on design revision is done in Bao et al. (2011) where it explores design evaluation mechanisms and performs an evaluation on them to get better understanding on how they function. Two evaluation mechanisms are evaluated: Prediction voting and Likert scale rating. Prediction voting requests that the crowd predicts if a design solution is the winner of a contest and records the votes. On the other hand, Likert scale rating provides a five-point Likert scale to crowds to evaluate design solutions and then it uses the average score as the fitness value for that solution. Finally, Apparition system is proposed by Lasecki et al. (2015) which enables users to sketch their interfaces with a natural language description and the crowd with recognition algorithms will transform them into actual user interfaces.

From the coverage of the literature above, it is clear that there is no research providing comprehensive study of the current crowdsourced software design platforms including analyzing and comparing several platform workflows as what this research aims to do.

**Crowdsourced Software Design Activities**

An investigation has been made on crowdsourced software design platforms. Six platforms were investigated and are presented with their design activities (a summary is shown in Table 1). The investigation was done through using the platforms, watching tutorials and reading their help center answers. The following platforms were chosen because of their high numbers of active users. Therefore, making them most likely the preferred choice of platform to work on.

**Covered Platforms**

**99Designs**

It is a web-based platform for crowdsourcing user interfaces founded by Mark Harbottle and Matt McKiewicz in 2008. It has over a million designers. It is considered to be a pioneer in crowdsourcing designs.

**DesignCrowd**

It is a crowdsourcing web-based platform that enables crowdsourcing user interfaces. It was established in 2008 by Alec Lynch and Adam Arbolino.
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### DesignHill

It provides web user interfaces through crowdsourcing and was founded by Rahul Aggarwal and Varun Aggarwal in 2014.

### CrowdSpring

It was founded in 2008 by Ross Kimbarovsky and Michael Samson and it enables customers to crowdsourcetheir user interface designs.

### CrowdSite

It is a crowdsourced software design platform that enables user interface design crowdsourcing and was founded in 2009 by Roel Masselink.

### Freelancer

It is a web-based platform for crowdsourcing software architecture and UML designs. It was found in 2009 by Matt Barrie.

### Design Activities

The platforms include the design activities:

**Verify Designers**

This activity is available in CrowdSpring platform. Before allowing any designer to participate in any contest, the system asks him to submit three designs to each design contest category that he wants to participate in. Then the platform panel evaluates the designs. Based on the quality of those designs, the designer gets verified or not. If he is verified, he will be allowed to work on projects.

**Create Design Project**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester creates a design contest and fills a form along with a features selection to complete the brief. The information in the form that he should fill includes background information on the organization he wants a design for, his industry, comments on the visual style whether colors or themes, number of pages needed to be designed if it was for an interface design, upload any images or files that are useful, contest title, contest duration, promotion options to have his contest promoted on twitter or other platforms, selects a design package in which it specifies the number of designers that will be participating in his contest and the billing information.

**Notify Designers**

This activity exists in DesignCrowd platform. The system will notify the designers of available contests. A notification will be sent to his email to notify him of any new contest posted.

**Invite Designers**

This activity is in 99Designs, DesignHill and CrowdSite platforms. The requester can invite designers to participate in his design contest project through clicking a button on the designer’s profile in the platform.
**Invite Clients**

This activity exists in 99Designs platform. The crowd of designers can invite clients by email to perform design work for them through the platform. This is done when the designer clicks on the invite clients button in his clients list tab. Then the designer fills in the client’s email and a description of the project that he wants to do for the client.

**Pre-Selection of Crowd Designers**

This activity exists in 99Designs platform. The system chooses which designers are allowed to participate. This activity is available only in highly paid contests to ensure high quality designs. This is done when a requester chooses a premium design package when creating his design contest brief. Only premium designers will participate.

**Browse Contests**

This activity exists in all platforms. The crowd of designers can view available contests by pressing on the contest tab in their account and filtering contest categories.

**Participation of Crowd of Designers**

This activity exists in all platforms. The designers choose to participate and submit their designs to the contest.

**Hold Design**

This activity exists in DesignCrowd. The system holds the submitted design for 24 h if the designer has a performance score rating, based on accumulation of previous performance scores, below than 2.5/5. This ensures that first designs a requester receives are of highest quality. This is done when a designer submits a design, it will have an ‘under review’ design status in the submissions list in the designer’s account.

**Browse Submitted Designs**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester can view the designs submitted to his project through the platform. He selects the contest he wishes to view and all the submitted designs to it will be shown.

**Eliminate Designers**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester can remove designers from participating in his project.

**Give Feedback**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester gives feedback as rating and comments to the submitted designs.

**Comment on Project Briefs**

This activity exists in CrowdSpring and CrowdSite. The requester and crowd of designers can communicate through the comment section in the design project brief.

**Withdraw Design**

This activity exists in all platforms. The designer can withdraw and remove his design submissions before a contest closes.

**Crowd Submits Revised Designs**

This activity exists in all platforms. The crowd of designers submit their designs after changing them based on the requester feedback.

**Link Designs**

This activity exists in DesignCrowd. The crowd of designers can link their final designs with the previous versions submitted.

**Select First Round Candidates**

This activity is available in 99Designs platform. The requester chooses 6 designers based on their submitted designs to move into the second round.

**Submit Second Round Designs**

The crowd of designers submit their final designs.

**Create Voting Poll/Create Focus Group**

This design activity is offered in DesignHill, CrowdSite and Freelancer as a voting poll and in CrowdSpring as a focus group. The requester, using the platform, creates a voting poll or a focus group to vote on 10 designs of his choice. Then the voting link is created and the requester can send it to the audience of his choice. The responses are then sent to the requester’s email. This makes selecting a winning design easier.

**Select Winner**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester chooses a winner from the participants.

**Hand Over Design**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester has the right to request additional design changes after he chooses a winner within a period of time then pays the reward.

**Send Message**

This activity exists in all platforms. The requester can send private message designers through the message service on the platform.

**Crowdsourced Software Design Workflow**

A comprehensive software design crowdsourcing workflow is presented here based on analysis of the previously mentioned platforms. This helps better understand the current best practice process in crowdsourcing software designs. Figure 1 illustrates the workflow.
When a designer creates an account, he will need to be verified. This is done by choosing the design categories he wishes to work on then uploading three original designs to the platform. Those designs are sent to the verification panel. If they are approved, he will get verified and can participate in any contest under that category in the future but if they are not approved he will not get verified and will not be able to participate on the platform.
A requester after signing in the platform creates a project that performs as a contest. He specifies his design needs, provides complete information on the design requirements, the price and duration of contest. Then he either invites designers of his choice by clicking on the invite button on their profiles or the platform sends a notification to the designers who choose to be informed whenever a new contest is created. The contest will be visible to everyone but designers who choose to be notified are keeping themselves updated with new contests as they occur.

Designers then can browse contests either through the notifications of new contests, if they are subscribed to notifications, or through browsing the platform directly. It should be noted that designers can browse a contest even if they were not invited and even if they were not notified. They can do so by simply browsing the search engine within the platform.

Designers can participate in contests. Their designs go through another panel where their design is checked if it is of high quality, it will be sent to the requester but if it is of low or medium quality, it will be held and released after 24 h to the requester. This is done to ensure that only highest quality designs are sent to the requester first.

The requester then can browse the submitted designs. He can either accept them and provide feedback to the designer to improve or if he does not accept them or does not want to work with a particular designer, he can eliminate the designs from his contest.

Once the designer gets the feedback from the requester he can work on improving his designs then submits his revised design or withdraw his design. He can withdraw his design any time before the contest ends. The designers also may link their first designs together with their final design so that the requester knows the improvement in their work based on his feedback.

After all the designers submit their revised designs, the requester chooses a number of designers to be 1st round candidates that can go to the 2nd round.

Next, the candidates submit their 2nd round designs. Through the first and second round the requester can give feedback to designers.

The requester may create a voting poll so that he can get assistance from audience of his choice to narrow down the best preferable designs. Then he can select a winner.

After the requester selects a winner he and the designer go through the hand over process where the requester can request additional minor modifications to the designs and the designer hands in the intellectual rights for his designs to the requester and gets paid.

Limitations/Improvements Analysis

This section mentions the limitations that were observed in the current crowdsourced software design platforms. In addition, a set of improvements are suggested for each limitation.

Verify Designers

Limitation

When a designer chooses to participate for the first time in a contest category, he will have to verify the quality of his designs in that category. The verification activity is done manually by an evaluation panel. This might take up to a week to be processed thus delaying the designer from contributing. This is not time consuming especially for designers in need to start working immediately.

Improvement

Instead of the current manual method of assuring quality of designs, an enhancement is proposed. The enhancement is to make the process semi-manual and reduce the load on the evaluation panel. This is done by making each designer who needs to be verified after submitting his 3 designs to also evaluate three designs for a random designer by selecting either ‘verify’ or ‘don’t verify’ and add his justification. Then once a designer gets three verifications from three different peer designers, he will get verified automatically.

This way the evaluation panel will keep track on all verification requests with two lists: Designers waiting to be verified and designers verified by peers along with the peer justification. Designers who are not verified will still be in the waiting list for the evaluation panel to take a decision on whether to verify them or not.

Although, to the researchers’ knowledge, there has not been any mentions of an experiment to test or validate this improvement the following questionnaire, that was distributed to practitioners of the field, results illustrated that this improvement is justified.

Participation of Crowd of Designers

Limitation

There might be less number of crowds that are interested in participating because the possibility of a win is small as the highest experts usually win most contests (Yuen et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2011). More frequently a crowd worker stops contributing after few none wins and this makes a gap between the number of crowds originally signed in and the active ones. This affects the requester’s contest as less designs are submitted to him and he gains less from the diversity of crowds.

Improvement

As Fried (2010) explained that usually motives for the crowd’s participation is social rather than financial. The amount of reward is important and affects the
number of participants but the gain in reputation and social status have more effect on crowd’s participation. Therefore, providing a feature that calculates points for reputation in two methods is suggested. The first is willingness, for example: Once a designer submits a design to a contest he gets a point. The second is quality, for example: When the requester chooses a winner, he has to choose 2nd and 3rd runner ups and the designer gets points if he is in 2nd place or 3rd place. This way the designers will gain even if they do not win a monetary prize.

Crowd Submits Revised Designs

Limitation

As shown in Latoza et al. (2015) experiment results, after a requester provides feedback to a designer, the changes might be major or even a complete re-work for the designers. This is considered to be a crucial setback to the designer as it might take him a very considerable amount of time to implement all the changes the requester needs. This is time consuming and takes a lot of effort from the designer’s side.

Improvement

In order to improve this process and justified based on results of Latoza et al. (2015) experiment that one designer suggested to add a pre-design process, in which a requester initially receives wireframes instead of complete designs and gives his feedback. By doing so designers will make changes to wireframes. This indicates that this improvement is supported by designers and will save time and effort.

Therefore, when they submit their final wireframes and the requester chooses the ones to go forward into the contest, any further feedback he will give is going to be minor. This will likely reduce the amount of changes that the designers will do.

Select 1st Round Candidates

Limitation

When the requester receives the revised designs from all the designers, he chooses a number of them to enter the 2nd round of the competition. The limitation in this is that the requester needs to choose a certain number of designers and there might be two designers who have very similar designs that complement each other and work better as one design but are not sufficient individually. This can cause a loss of talent and it is considered to be a poor utilization of human capabilities.

Improvement

Allowing the requester to initiate a combine request to combine efforts of two designers and work as one can increase collaboration and quality. As one designer might capture certain elements that a requester needs in a design, another designer might have strength in using certain techniques and combining their efforts may result in a higher quality design that meets the requester’s needs.

The combine feature would allow two designers that are not the best among their peers but might have potential if combined together.

Latoza et al. (2015) experiment has shown that there was a recommendation for a combine feature that allows collaboration. Although in that study the recommendation was to combine the two best designers to provide even better design nonetheless it still indicates that collaboration in any form increases quality and enhances outcomes.

Submit 2nd Round Designs

Limitation

Designers can submit their final designs in the 2nd round based on feedback from the requester only. This can be problematic as there is only the requester’s perspective and the designers cannot learn from each other’s work and cannot view the design from different angles.

Improvement

To improve this process, a peer evaluation feature can be added to all candidates participating in the last round. The designers will be able to view each other’s work and borrow ideas. In addition, they will be able to evaluate each other’s designs and provide ratings and comments within that specific contest. Based on Latoza et al. (2015) experiment results showed that exposing designers to each other’s work will remarkably enhance the quality of the designs.

Limitations/Improvements Evaluation

An initial questionnaire was distributed to evaluate both the limitations and the proposed improvements. The questionnaire had 14 questions. Three questions were on the respondent’s background. The rest were to validate the limitations and their improvements using a rating scale. Likert scale was used, it is a scale of five choices: (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree, Strongly Agree) that evaluates the respondent’s level of agreement (Sullivan and Artino, 2013). The targeted respondents were with software development background from various regions across the globe. The questionnaire was distributed to 100 people and received 15 responses.

The following initial results were obtained from the responses.

The three questions on the background of the respondents had those results:
The first question concerning whether they had experience with using crowdsourcing in software engineering has received majority of Yes answers (Fig. 2).

The second question was about the respondent’s field of expertise in software development. Responses varied with highest in design. One respondent added another choice, which was requirements engineering (Fig. 3).

The third question requested the number of experience years they had in software development. Most answers were around the three first options but none chose the plus 10 years of experience choice (Fig. 4).

For the rest of the questionnaire, the questions were about how much the respondents agreed with the limitations and their improvements. The results were as following:

The question concerning limitation 1 has received responses around neutral, agree and strongly agree. The highest percentage was in agree (Fig. 5).

The first improvement question has received only 13.33% disagree (Fig. 6).

The question regarding limitation 2 has received responses in all choices except for strongly disagree and responses percentages were close. Overall, 60% either agree or strongly agree (Fig. 7).

The question concerning the second improvement has received majority of responses in agree then strongly agree (Fig. 8).

The question regarding limitation 3 has received majority of responses in agree (Fig. 9).

The question about the third improvement has received responses centered around agree and strongly agree with few responses in neutral (Fig. 10).

The question concerning limitation 4 had diverse responses. Nonetheless, majority of responses were in agree (Fig. 11).

The question about the fourth improvement had diverse responses while it had equal responses in strongly disagree, disagree and neutral, the highest response percentage was in agree then strongly agree (Fig. 12).
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The question considering limitation 5 has received different responses with highest in agree then strongly agree (Fig. 13).

The question about the fifth improvement had responses in every choice except for strongly disagree. More than half of responses were in agree (Fig. 14).

From the responses collected in this questionnaire it is evident that the limitations and their proposed improvements are valid and there is an actual need for them. It is true that there were some negative opinions on those results but the overall votes were in favor of this research’s findings.

**Conclusion**

Crowd sourced software development has been used to support various aspects of the software development lifecycle activities including design.

In this research, the six major platforms that are used for crowdsourcing software design were analyzed and the basic design activities were listed and defined in detail. Afterwards, their corresponding workflow is illustrated. Subsequently, a number of five limitations were deduced from the platforms’ workflow and five improvements to overcome those limitations were proposed.

Finally, those limitations and proposed improvements were evaluated through the use of a questionnaire that gathered the responses of software developers who are for the most part familiar with the use of crowdsourcing in software design. The questionnaire’s results justified and validated the existence of such limitations and the need to overcome them as well as the effectiveness of the proposed improvements.

The intended extension for this research is to design an independent solution that solves the limitations through applying the proposed improvements. This
platform would be as a proof of concept and is not intended to be used by one specific platform.
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